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Collaborative And Proactive Solutions for the 
Physician
What will we discuss?

• Welcome and introductions

• An approach to behavior (that isn’t focused on behavior)

• This kid walks into your office……

• What you can do in 10 minutes

• What you can do in an hour

• Addressing myths and pushback

• Questions and Answers



The Root of All Behavior

• Concerning behavior is the means by which children communicate that there 
are expectations they are having difficulty meeting. These “unmet 
expectations” are referred to as “unsolved problems.”

• Kids meeting expectations? Awesome. Those kids’ caregivers aren’t 
complaining about their behavior.

• Kids not meeting expectations? Now we have a (unsolved) problem! What can 
we do about it?

• Begin by helping caregivers with their lenses



Old Lenses New Lenses

Manipulative

Attention Seeking

Coercive

Unmotivated

Limit-testing

Lagging skills are making it difficult for the child to 

respond  adaptively to problems and frustrations

Unsolved problems are the expectations the 

child is having difficulty meeting

Behavior Modification

Identify and solve 

problems collaboratively 

and proactively



Solving Problems

Collaborative and Proactive Solutions (CPS)

• Plan A: Solve the problem unilaterally

• Plan B: Solve the problem collaboratively

• Plan C: Set the problem aside for now (prioritizing/stabilizing)



Solving Problems

Collaborative and Proactive Solutions (CPS)

• Plan B - Solve problems collaboratively and proactively

The steps:
1. Empathy step

2. Define Adult 

Concerns step

3. Invitation step



So This Kid Walks Into Your Office….(or shows up on your screen)

• 7 yo boy with mom. Parents separated 2 years ago, spends q other w/e with dad. Has 5 year old 
sister (“polar opposite”). 

• Otherwise healthy

• Family history of ADHD (dad), depression (mom)

• School called mom, concerned about:

• work refusal - “defiant” of authority

• easily upset - classroom evacuated recently with a meltdown

• fidgety - “needs to get checked out for ADHD”

• not many friends - “bossy” and “manipulative”

• Academics are poor, EA helps with behavior and “token reward system” is in place.

• Mom has noticed same at home + does not sleep, big meltdowns related to screen time.

• Dad apparently says no concerns at his house, absolutely does not want medications!



The initial visit
• Caregivers often want to talk about behavior (OK to hear about that, briefly, but…)

• Get them talking about the problems that are causing those behaviors (“What 
expectations is Oliver having difficulty meeting when those behaviors occur?”)

• Help them recognize that those problems are predictable (“Is this the first time that Oliver 
has had difficulty meeting that expectation?”)

• Help them understand that the child’s concerning behaviors are due to lagging skills
rather than lagging motivation, which is why traditional discipline hasn’t been effective 
(“Rewards and punishments don’t solve any problems or teach any skills.”)

• Move the discussion to specific lagging skills and unsolved problems (introduce the 
Assessment of Lagging Skills and Unsolved Problems)

• Can they do it on their own? If so, prescribe resources (videos, handouts, website)

• Are they going to need help? If so, refer to counsellor/therapist/school consultant who can 
start Collaborative and Proactive Solutions approach or book back in for 
parent/teacher/child conference for ALSUP



ASSESSMENT 
OF LAGGING 
SKILLS AND 
UNSOLVED 
PROBLEMS 
(ALSUP)
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The consultation or followup visit

• Use the ALSUP to identify specific lagging skills and unsolved 

problems
• “Only unsolved problems cause concerning behaviors; solved problems 

don’t”

• Provide an overview (and example, time permitting) of Plan B



Plan B is best accomplished when it is done proactively, not in the heat of the moment. 

Credit: Linda Oberg, MA, LMFT



Myths and Pushback

• CPS model excuses and enables kids who willfully misbehave

• The child’s concerning behaviors are “out of the blue”

• Kids will never participate in problem solving

• Solving problems collaboratively takes too long

• Kids need to know that there are consequences for misbehavior

• Bad kids are due to bad parenting



Q & A

• Why would you not use the CPS model?

• Have you had success with this approach? Frustrations?

• How does it connect with traditional approaches of managing behavior?



Resources

• livesinthebalance.org

http://livesinthebalance.org

